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Electro-Ceutical Prescription Application

Origin of the Word Pharmacy

The words “pharmacy” and “pharmaceutical” are derived from the Greek word, pharmakeia (strong's G383). This word is found in the Bible in the following passages of scripture.

1. "Now the deeds of the flesh are evident, which are immorality, impurity, sensuality, idolatry, sorcery (pharmakeia), animosity, jealousy, outbursts of anger, dissensions, factions, envyings, drunkenness, carousings, and things like these, of which I forewarn you, just as I have forewarned you, that those who practice such things will not inherit the kingdom of God." - Galatians 5:19-21

2. "and the light of a lamp will not shine in you (the great city Babylon) any longer; and the voice of the bride and bridegroom will not be heard in you any longer; for your merchants were the great men of the earth, because all the nations (pilgrims) were deceived by your sorcery (pharmakeia)." - Revelation 18:23

Ceutical is a suffix meaning refined healing item or therapy

Revelation on Pharmacy

1. "...and they did not repent of their murders or their sorceries..." - Revelation 9:21
2. "...For your merchants were the great men of the earth, for by your sorcery all the nations were deceived..." - Revelation 18:23

"But the...sorcerers...shall have their part in the lake which burns with fire and brimstone, which is the second death." - Revelation 20:10

"Blessed are those who do His commandments...But outside are...sorcerers..." - Revelation 22:14-15

Pharmacy is from the Greek Word for the 'Poison of a Witch'

A Pharmaceutical is from SYNthetic Poison

IMUNE
International Medical University for Natural Education
Evidence Based Natural Energetic Medicine Education
When you discuss this with skeptical friends, ask them 2 questions **First**: Do they really trust the SINthetic Chemical companies to put people over profit, do you trust that someone does not twist statistics to make money and compromise safety?? and the **Second** Question is --If you went to the restaurant tonite and saw SINthetic Wine, Cheese, Spice, Apple Juice, or Meat , Would you order it?? Most People have now learned to Not Trust SINthetics. Would you let your children order a SINthetic (Totally ManMade) french fry.???
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To get a **Patent** you must prove your compound has not existed before, so any patented Chemical is by definition **UN-NATURAL**.

---

**Natural**
- Vitamin C (ascorbic acid) in an orange
- Alcohol from naturally fermenting fruit

**Synthetic**
- Vitamin C (ascorbic acid) made from glucose
- Alcohol from human controlled fermentation
- Alcohol made from ethane and steam
Using the QQI to measure the electrical signature of an item and then using the Eductor to send in the signal to your body, we can make Electro-Ceuticals.

No Side Effects, No Addiction, Scientifically recognized, Inexpensive.

Why NOT Try Electro-Ceuticals
We Measure the shape and form of the electrical trivector 3D field of a Pharmaceutical with the QQC. Then we send that field into the body with music and healing vibrations to send the energy of the substance into the body as an Electro-Ceutical.

QQC™ THE ELECTRONIC TONGUE

Over 4% of the Total Human Genome is dedicated to the Olfaction or Smell link to the Brain.

QQC Electronic Trivector Tongue

Over 25 years of Research and Validation

The QQC Trivector Electronic Tongue Technology has been Reviewed and Published in PEER Reviewed Medical Journals and printed in Medical University Textbooks.

Tested, Reviewed, + Recognized technology used throughout the world today.

QQC - Electronic Tongue

Carbon Impregnated Rubber Bands attach to Head, Ankles, and Wrists

From The 2004 Nobel Prize in Medicine

QQC Electronic Tongue

The Tongue is a Multisensory Organ

QQC Electronic Trivector Detects the Shape and the SCIO Including the Shape, Vibe the Body, and the System Measures the Electrics. Potential Reference ENM (PEER)
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FACT:
One of the only activities that activates, stimulates, and uses the entire brain is music.

Brain Fact #10
Your brain on MUSIC. Listening to music stimulates your brain, boosts concentration, and can elevate your mood.

Music has healing power. It has the ability to take people out of themselves for a few hours.

Elton John

"Music exalts each joy, allays each grief, expels diseases, softens every pain..."

Music really is our daily medicine.
Evelyn Glennie

Music can Heal
Just Think what can happen when all of your cells start to dance and vibrate to the music

Turn Back the Hands of Time of Your DNA Clock
With Cybermagnetics

MUSIC IS LIFE
That’s why our hearts have beats

CyberMagnetics™ Drive the Music deep into all of the cells of our body
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We Replace EVIL Synthetic Pharmaceuticals with Safe Natural Electro-Ceuticals

No Side Effects

No Addiction

The World of Medicine is Changed

WHY SHOULD YOU TRY
Eductor Hormone Streaming

MALE TESTOSTERONE PRODUCTION WITH AGE

20  30  40  50  50  60  70  80

Testosterone Level  Testosterone Deficiency

HOW ELECTROCEUTICALS COULD LITERALLY ZAP AWAY DEPRESSION
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Hormone Streaming with the EPFX, SCIO, and Now the New and Improved Eductor, Fully registered since 1989 for Muscle Education and Enhancement

To Learn more go to: http://electrohormoneincitement.com/

The Modern Science of Voltammetry, Electro Chemistry and Bio-Electronics has Developed, Tested, Validated and Verified this Safe and Effective Therapy to Enhance Muscle Development and Education

NATURAL DRUGLESS THERAPY
Electroceutical of estrogen
Electroceutical of testosterone
Electroceutical of thyroid para thyroid
Electroceutical of Adrenalin
Electroceutical of fever skin
Electroceutical of fever
Electroceutical of oxytocin
Electroceutical of antibiotic
Electroceutical of lower Blood pressure 2
Electroceutical of lower BP 1
Electro-ceutical sleep aid
Electroceutical of anti depressant 1
Electroceutical of antidepressant 2
Electro-Ceutical - Pain Treatment 1
Electro-Ceutical for Pain and Healing
Electro-Ceutical for Healing
Female acupuncture system 4 seasons
Male acupuncture system 4 seasons
Electroceuilcal for GcMAF --Nagalase
Electroceutical Appetite Suppressant
Today people are hypnotized, they are told consciously and unconsciously what to think, say or do. There is direct undisguised outward mind control from education, marketing, entertainment, news services and the media. The powers of Big Money tell us to think with the little head, tell us other races and color are less than the norm. They tell us that different is evil. They can control the masses with ease.

Desiré has come to De-Hypnotize the Masses. To set people free to think, challenge false beliefs, recognize that there is such a rapid change happening in the world today that it takes large effort to keep up with changes. We must be humble and not rigid with false beliefs. Desiré has come to defeat the petty lizard brain and set us free. Desiré has the ability to expose false beliefs with a simple phrase, and then set the people’s minds free from their mind control hypnosis.
Watch these to understand more:

Intro theory of De-Hypnosis and Hypnosis
Intro how to do De-hypnosis and Hypnosis

Use these as backdrops for use in the office:

Base Suggestion Stimulating Sounds – for Young ears
Base Suggestion Stimulating Sounds for Older ears post 35
Background Subliminal sounds

Use these for home use prescriptions- Click on link to access:

IMUNE Vibrational Hypnosis for Persevereance
IMUNE Vibrational Hypnosis for Peace
IMUNE Vibrational Hypnosis for Patience
IMUNE Vibrational Hypnosis for Healing
IMUNE Vibrational Hypnosis for Fullfillment
IMUNE Vibrational Hypnosis for Energy
IMUNE Vibrational Hypnosis for Digestion
IMUNE Vibrational Hypnosis for Detox2 mr
IMUNE Vibrational Hypnosis for Detox
IMUNE Soft Vibration to Develop Success Mind
IMUNE Soft Vibration to Promote Forgiveness
IMUNE Soft Vibration to Promote Fullfillment
IMUNE Soft Vibration to Promote Precision
IMUNE Soft Vibration to Promote Persevereance
IMUNE Soft Vibration to Stimulate Energy
IMUNE Soft Vibration to Stimulate Love
IMUNE Soft Vibration to Stimulate Positivity and Bliss
Wingsuit For General Health

Ride the waves to Reduce nervous stress

IMUNE to reduce Social problems
For breast enlargement
get a trim flat stomach
feel sexy and comfortable naked
butt toning and sexuality
Body awareness health energy male
Body awareness health energy female

Electroceutical for weight loss thru hypnosis suggestively
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Electroceutical for stopping smoking thru hypnosis suggestively

Electroceutical for injury repair thru hypnosis suggestively

Electroceutical for emotional trauma thru hypnosis suggestively

Electroceutical for depression thru hypnosis suggestively

Epigenetic Vibration Chromosome 1

Epigenetic Vibration Chromosome 2

Epigenetic Vibration Chromosome 3

Epigenetic Vibration Chromosome 4

Epigenetic Vibration Chromosome 5

Epigenetic Vibration Chromosome 6

Epigenetic Vibration Chromosome 7

Epigenetic Vibration Chromosome 8

Epigenetic Vibration Chromosome 9

Epigenetic Vibration Chromosome 10

Epigenetic Vibration Chromosome 11
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Epigenetic Vibration Chromosome 12
Epigenetic Vibration Chromosome 13
Epigenetic Vibration Chromosome 14
Epigenetic Vibration Chromosome 15
Epigenetic Vibration Chromosome 16
Epigenetic Vibration Chromosome 17
Epigenetic Vibration Chromosome 18
Epigenetic Vibration Chromosome 19
Epigenetic Vibration Chromosome 20
Epigenetic Vibration Chromosome 21
Epigenetic Vibration Chromosome 22
Epigenetic Vibration Chromosome 23 X
Epigenetic Vibration Chromosome 23 Y
Epigenetic Vibration Chromosome All

Eductor Magic Window

Electro-Ceuticals

Magic window general
Time Travel Window
Cancer High Freq
Fractal Trip- Pineal Gland-Magic window General
Magic Window - Balance Chakras and Stimulate Motivation

Access the other dimensions:
Mental Plane
Polymorphic Plane Dimensional
Ancestral Plane
Astral Plane
Cosmic Plane
Etheric Plane
Other Dimensional Travel
Solfeggio Harmonics and misc

Solfeggio Harmonics Arpeggio 396 417 528 639 741 852 963
Solfeggio Harmonics 258 hz Ascension
Epigenetic Chromosome check
Solfeggio Harmonics 852 hz Awaken Intuition
Solfeggio Harmonics 963 hz Universal Consciousness
Electro Transcendental Meditation Nature Hi Res 2
Solfeggio Harmonics 639 integration
Solfeggio Harmonics 528 Hz Has been Said to help Mend DNA Cell Regeneration, Skin Repair

Weight Loss
The story of fat metabolism

Electroceutical for weight loss thru happiness
Electroceutical for weight loss Appetite control
Electroceutical for weight loss blood sugar- Pituitary Pancreas
Electroceutical for weight loss Thyroid
Electroceutical for weight loss stabilize cellular calcium and O2
Electroceutical for weight loss emotional and physical pain
Electroceutical for weight loss for gallbladder hypothalamus emotional eating
Electroceutical for weight loss thru hypnosis suggestively

Alzheimer 28k therapy not for young ears just music landscape
Alzheimer 28k therapy not for young ears just music landscape 2
Alzheimer 28k therapy not for young ears just music landscape 3

MISC
Pineal  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V7zrKD5IeK4
Pain  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RgOZl502WPw
Brain Wave for Pain  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eeHVmbvul6s
Brain wave for Pain 2 45 min  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wn8YDFGfp3g
Alzheimer’s explanation and treatment  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yn1ynZrvJBs
Anti-Aging  https://youtu.be/8T99d41bzsc
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Tinnitus remedies hearing
Tinnitus 1  https://youtu.be/EpjAJPEVIQ0
Tinnitus 2  https://youtu.be/pfWTGDyLf-Q
Tinnitus 3  https://youtu.be/ziHn9kCwy3s
Tinnitus 4  https://youtu.be/4rTTkS3hHsc  19 min

Nature Sky for Stress reduction awaken inner peace
Hypothalamus 15 min
Hypothalamus and Pituitary Balance
NLP Therapy to change behavior or reduce addiction 18 min
NLP Allergy Therapy

Binaural relaxation  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0wlClqQKNMg
Deep Muscle Relaxation Binaural  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NyDpbJ1cD4k

Breath Control Binaural  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rfwzcywAC0

Enuresis Binaural  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3BMK6vL4Y
Hallelujah Spiritual Healing  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3MBtkITmL3w
Signs of spiritual awakening  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4H4DYCJzmXA
Path to enlightenment narration  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZKtbG_yYZCU

Fractal Cancer  https://youtu.be/1J3SSupUSc4
Fractal cancer and general health  https://youtu.be/3P1K3ewWi08
Fractal fungus  https://youtu.be/FDUboav9e4Y
Fractal Abdominal  https://youtu.be/1dvhmvCISs4
Fractal Lymph  https://youtu.be/2D9-PpKuQw
Fractal Endocrine system  https://youtu.be/3Z-eG2SCPpc
Fractal Adrenal function  https://youtu.be/ba6pzymKXco
Fractal Muscle toning  https://youtu.be/HfdFAR38x1w
Fractal Intestine RX  https://youtu.be/VF6zhHaVirA
Fractal Detox assist  https://youtu.be/lgond4uWsao

Fractal Diabetes Parasites pancreas  https://youtu.be/-T66Z07r-GA
Nature Beauty for Intellect and memory enhancement  https://youtu.be/tuD_0TKbZDg
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Natural Beauty to stay in the zone  https://youtu.be/SyTkSkPD2H8
Natural Beauty for Sport Coordination  https://youtu.be/ZNVuXjWJ8zQ
Nature Beauty for Insight Enhancement  https://youtu.be/LQ2BI9_ZHOs
Nature Beauty for Math Skills  https://youtu.be/kD1utLH83Dc
Nature Sky for Deep Transcendence  https://youtu.be/2mAgKng_Cjc
Roller Coaster Seasons of Health  https://youtu.be/I5DJyUMvMKM
Skiing to Enhance Spirit Development  https://youtu.be/WvKRXRe9e2k
Mountain Bike for Sport Enhancement  https://youtu.be/La0y17l81uU
NLP Allergy Therapy  https://youtu.be/8j6YTyw6Gj8
Roller Coaster to Build Health  https://youtu.be/BA2hThd10Sk
Electro Transcendental Meditation Nature Hi Res 50 min  https://youtu.be/jEATQH2ReyQ
Epigenetic Chromosome check  https://youtu.be/-v4YRjm6IDc

Sport enhancement vibration

Vibrational Medicine to Stimulate Immunity

Relationship Saving + Bonding

Insomnia therapy 1
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Quantum-Wellness Apps for Health

It is simple to use

1. Go to the Wellness apps, www.quantumwellnessappsforhealth.com
2. Chose a style of App (Educational Video, Educational book or Text, or Treatment Video with subspace and vibrational sacred geometry)
3. Search topic with F3
4. Then get a link to an app and put it into your patient's phone or computer pad, use as directed

https://youtu.be/0Knh9bOwZHQ
Open Letter to the Legislature and Authorities:

Dear Sirs and Madams:

We would like it to be known that we do NOT want to have Unnatural Chemicals or Drugs put into our bodies. We know that a Synthetic Anything is an Insult to the Body and we do NOT want our bodies or our children's bodies insulted.

We believe these Synthetic are SINthetic

Every SINthetic drug causes Side Effects and or Dependencies we do NOT Want

In order to get a Patent, you must Prove that your Chemical is NOT of Nature

The Patent is only given if you Prove your Chemical Drug has never existed before in Nature

Patent SINthetic Drugs are by definition UnNatural, We Do Want SINthetic Foods and we do NOT want SINthetic Drugs

We want as Natural treatment as possible

The Great Experiment of SINthetic Drugs has failed

When just one drug was found excessively harmful, we then knew that Drugs could hurt

When ten drugs were found harmful enough to remove from the market, we knew it was more than possible there was hurt. When a hundred drugs were found possible then we knew it was not just possible but probable. When more than a THOUSAND SINthetic Drugs were found dangerous then we knew the great SINthetic Experiment has FAILED

Now well past 1000 to the tens of thousands, we know all know that SINthetic drugs offer danger

Side Effects, Dependency, Toxicity, Intolerance, Anaphylactic or Iatrogenic Dangers abound

We do NOT want to be given a SINthetic drug unless it is a last, Last, LAST Resort

We want to Fight for Freedom to Choose. We have the Right of Informed Consent and

We DO NOT WANT to be a part of the SINthetic Experiment anymore

The 2015 Nobel Prize in Medicine was given to researchers who found a NATURAL medicine for diseases

We do not believe the Chemical Companies are honest. We believe the Chemical Companies Put Profit over People. Patents are used to make Profit NOT to help Patients.

We want Natural Medicine funded, researched, developed and We want to minimize all risks to ourselves and our children.

We have the right and the freedom to choose, and WE CHOOSE NATURAL.

We would like it to be known that we do NOT want to have Unnatural Chemicals or Drugs put into our bodies unless a last, Last, LAST Resort.
When Prof Desire' first started the idea of Karma Pay for Books, Videos + Education She dropped a Heart
Shapped Pebble into the Pond Of Humanity.

The ripples are spreading.

IF YOU PROMISE TO HELP OTHERS YOU CAN PAY ME IN KARMA
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http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Educator%20Biofeedback%20Brochure%20DEM.pdf

Desiré is the Professor Emeritus of IMUNE. IMUNE is an accredited and legally registered medical university in Europe.

Since 1995 IMUNE has been offering medical education in a variety of subjects to defend and perpetuate Natural Medicine. There are many small minded people being driven by the SiNthetic chemical companies to destroy Natural Medicine as a viable choice in Medicine. IMUNE has offices in Switzerland, Mexico, Dubai, Budapest, England, and the British Virgin Islands. The small petty minded picayune minions of the chemical companies constantly attack with their anal retentive biased short sided views.

We must fight for freedom of choice and especially freedom of choice on medicine.

Education...
...free from Borders  www.imune.net